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	Designing SVG Web Graphics, 9780735711662 (0735711666), New Riders Publishing, 2001
Scalable Vector Graphics is a dynamic 2D graphics format that  enables designers to create graphics elements using XML. The unique  functionality of SVG to render visual elements is creating new graphics horizons  for design on the internet.

Designing SVG Web Graphics  presents real-world examples of design tasks (such as creating a logo,  navigation bar, or even a full web page) embedded within the strict XML aspects  of SVG. In doing so, the author pulls both graphic designers and web developers  into a new direction of unprecedented Web development.
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Pro SharePoint 2010 Disaster Recovery and High AvailabilityApress, 2011

	I wrote this book to share what I have learned about high availability and disaster recovery for

	SharePoint at this point in time. It is certainly an interesting time. In the past 10 years, SharePoint has

	gone from a compiled application that just looked superficially like a web application into a more fully

	fledged cloud platform....

		

Buy-In: Saving Your Good Idea from Getting Shot DownHarvard Business School, 2010

	You've got a good idea. You know it could make a crucial difference for you, your organization, your community. You present it to the group, but get confounding questions, inane comments, and verbal bullets in return. Before you know what's happened, your idea is dead, shot down. You're furious. Everyone has lost: Those who...


		

Agile Development with ICONIX Process: People, Process, and PragmatismApress, 2005
Many people (especially agilists) associate a high-ceremony  software development process with a dead project (i.e., rigor mortis), and this  association is not entirely incorrect. Our approach aims to put back the rigor  while leaving out the mortis—that is, we can do rigorous analysis and design  without killing the...





	

Hacking Windows Vista: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"Why didn't they ask me before they did that?" 

Vista is the most radical revamping of Windows since 1995. But along with all  the fantastic improvements, there are a couple of things that drive you up the  wall. Maybe you're not seeing the performance you expect. Security is better,  but boy, is it annoying. And what's with...


		

Instant Sublime Text StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn to efficiently author software, blog posts, or any other text with Sublime Text 2


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Reduce redundant typing with contextual auto-complete.
	
		Get a visual overview of, and...



		

Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	What an amazing time to get to know the Mac. For years these elegantly
	designed computers have been a model of simplicity and virus-free
	stability. But that’s never stopped Apple from making these machines even
	harder to resist by applying stunning changes.


	Consider Apple’s seismic embrace of Intel a few years...
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